
provisions. Integrated, community-based and affordable
models of care are needed now to allow tertiary metabolic
services discharge their patients safely.
Key messages:
� Tertiary obesity services are at capacity.
� Subsequent community care for people wth obesity needs to

be mote appropriate tp promote weight maintenance.
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Background:
Health System Performance Assessment (HSPA) is a tool for
the evaluation of the performance and efficiency of a health
system and can be used for evidence-based policymaking. For
the first time, a country specific HSPA for the German health
system is piloted with a focus on trend and equity analyses.
Methods:
Based on the conceptual framework developed in a feasibility
study, the pilot study in Germany has being conducted
between 2020 and 2023. The framework includes 90 inter-
nationally compatible indicators, each of which can be
assigned to one of nine dimensions (e.g., access, quality,
population health, responsiveness, efficiency). The aim of this
pilot study is to conduct trend analyses over the period 2000-
2020 and equity analyses (e.g., age, gender, region, education).
Data from 56 different national and international secondary
data sources (e.g., epidemiologic registry data, claims data, and
survey data) were collected, analyzed, and compiled in a
report.
Results:
In total, 84 of the 90 indicators could be analyzed with data for
Germany. The indicators (e.g., access to acute care, 30-day
mortality, amenable mortality rate) are prepared as a trend
analysis for Germany for up to 20 years and with regard to
various equity aspects. Most indicators can be presented in
international comparison with eight selected European coun-
tries (e.g., Denmark, France). Furthermore, recommendations
were derived to improve the availability and/or quality of data.
Conclusions:
The first German HSPA pilot study provides valuable insights
into the performance of the health system. The results based on
the analysis of the 90 indicators are an important basis for
identifying inequities and needs for improvement. In the
future, the lessons learned from the pilot study can be helpful
for a permanent implementation of a German HSPA.
However, the fragmented data structure in Germany will be
a future challenge.
Key messages:
� The first country specific health system performance

assessment for the German health system was conducted as
a pilot study.

� Trends over time, inequities, and needs for improvement
can be derived from the analysis of 90 indicators.
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Epidemic transition, sustained costs and health workforce
shortage challenges have led numerous countries to strengthen
primary care (PC) and implement new models of care. Faced
with declining numbers of general practitioners (GPs), France
has introduced medical assistants (MAs) in 2019 to guarantee
access to care and maintain workforces in deprived areas.
Trained to perform administrative and clinical tasks delegated
by a physician, MAs are expected to optimize medical time and
improve working conditions in practices. How does French
model of MAs impact quality and productivity in GPs’
practices and articulate with other policies? We conducted a
qualitative case study in 6 pilot practices to explore the effects
of MAs’ work (interviews with 12 GPs, 6 MAs, collection of
tasks performed by 6 MAs), complemented with views from
public policy makers and health professional unions (9
interviews). MA was defined as a function centered on
physicians’ needs, accessible both to administrative staff and
nursing professions. MAs with a clinical profile performed a
wider range of tasks, were more prone to perform clinical tasks
and build developed interactions with patients, and seemed
better fitted for chronic disease care management. Recruitment
of MAs by physicians is supported with grants that decrease
yearly while practice productivity is expected to rise. In
general, a gain of efficiency in daily workload enabled GPs to
slightly increase their productivity. However, for most GPs, it
primarily helped them to maintain high workload without
burning out. Although MAs with clinical background seem
better suited for patients’ needs, recent figures have shown that
more than half of MAs employed are former secretaries. If in-
person secretaries could be endorsed with further adminis-
trative duties, MAs could hold a more clinical role in PC teams
including physicians and allied health professionals. Other
aspects than productivity must be taken into account in a
support policy.
Key messages:
� Regardless of productivity objectives to attain, hiring MAs

can relieve physicians’ workload and stress, preventing them
from burning out and guarantee access to care in deprived
areas.

� MA’s clinical profile could have a stronger impact on public
health issues such as chronic disease care management.
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Aim:
To explore whether the COVID-19 pandemic influenced
hospitalizations for ambulatory care-sensitive conditions
(ACSCs) during the COVID-19 pandemic in Split-Dalmatia
County, Croatia.
Methods:
We employed a cross-sectional comparative study using two
different time periods, the prepandemic (March 2019 to
February 2020) and the pandemic (March 2020 to February
2021) to explore possibilities of COVID-19 pandemic
influence on hospitalizations for ambulatory care-sensitive
conditions (ACSCs) during the COVID-19 pandemic in Split-
Dalmatia County. The research used data from the national
information system on hospitalizations from the Clinical
Hospital Center Split, University Hospital Split. The ACSCs
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